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Abstract 
Let A = A( p, A) be the multiparameter deformation of the coordinate algebra of II x n matrices 
as described by Artin, et al. (1991). Let U be the quantum enveloping algebra which is associated 
to A, in the sense of Faddeev, Reshetikhin and Takhtadzhyan. We prove a PBW theorem for 
U and establish a presentation by generators and relations, when I is not a root of unity. Our 
approach depends on a cocycle twisting method which reduces many arguments to the standard 
one-parameter deformation. 
Let A = A(p, A) be the multiparameter deformation of the coordinate ring of quan- 
tum matrices M,(K), introduced in [2,11,14] depending on the parameters 0 # p = 
(pii), il in the field K. A method of cocycle twisting was used in [2] to reduce problems 
involving A to the case of a one-parameter deformation. In [3], we studied a certain 
subbialgebra of the finitary dual A0 of A. In this paper, we apply the twisting method 
and bring into play Hopf algebraic techniques to further investigate U. 
Our main results require that 2 not be a root of unity. In this case we exhibit a PBW 
basis for U, with a more conceptual proof than in [3, Section 51. This also yields 
a description of the coradical filtration with the aid of coalgebraic results from [4]. 
Cocycle-twisted adjoint actions and analogs of Serre relations then provide a concise 
presentation of U by generators and relations. 
In Section 1, we briefly review some facts about the construction of A, U and cocycle 
twists. We also recall the four maps r * l* : A ---) A0 from [7] and give details for , 
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the multiparameter case. In Section 2, we develop versions of Bore1 subgroups B, and 
Be and show that the four maps induce maps ? : Be --f Ue and r& : B, --+ U,. In 
Section 3, we define analogs of root vectors and show how they can be used to form 
PBW bases for B, and Be. They are then shown to satisfy cocycle twisted analogs of 
the Serre relations, which are expressed by iterated adjoint actions. 
We turn to the construction of U when I is not a root of unity in Section 4. It is. 
shown that U is the product of “Bore1 subalgebras” U, and Uf in [3], where U, (resp. 
Ue)is the subalgebra generated by the images of Y+ and r- (resp. /+and F ). Here 
we show that the maps ? and r* are injective. This is based on a determination 
of the degree one part of the coradical filtration of B (4.2, 4.3). The idea is to patch 
together the PBW bases, and presentations for B, and Be to obtain the results for all 
of u. 
The PBW theorem for U is proved in 4.5. This result has been proved [3, Theorem 
5. l] using an action of A(p, 2) on U to prove independence. The alternate approach 
here is less technical, and relies on the bases and presentations for B, and Be established 
in Section 3. We let G(C) denote the set of group-like elements of a coalgebra C. A 
main point in the proof is to show that there is a triangular decomposition of U. This 
is accomplished by focusing on the degree one parts of B, and Be and showing that 
B,G( U) @ BtG( U) is “coradically graded”. This argument is quite different from ones 
used for other triangular decompositions of quantum enveloping algebras (e.g. [13]). 
At this point it is not hard to describe the coradical filtration of U as the filtration by 
total degree in the simple root vectors. 
The triangular decomposition, along with additional relations (mostly computed in 
[3]) yield a presentation, Theorem 4.7, for U. The defining relations are images of the 
Serre relations for B,, Bd along with commutation relations, and relations between the 
group-likes G. The latter type of relation is not explicit in general and seem to depend 
on the parameters in a rather complex way. It has recently come to our attention that 
the relations similar to the ones we obtain are listed in [5] using a different generating 
set, without proof of the completeness of the relations. 
1. Multiparameter enveloping algebras 
1.1. Let A = A(p, A) be the “quantum deformation of the coordinate ring of n x n 
matrices” given in [2, Theorem 11. This is an algebra depending on (t)+ 1 parameters 
pij, I (1 < i < j 5 TV) and h as generators T:, 1 I i, j 5 n, with relations 
zT!Tf + (2 - l)pjiqe$ if j > i, / > k, 
ifj>i, e 5 k, 
ifj=i, / > k. 
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Here we set pii = 1 and pji = pi’ if j > i. These defining relations given here are 
identical to those given in [3, (1.3), (1.4), (1.7) and (1.9)]. The algebra A is in fact a 
bialgebra with comultiplication A and augmentation E determined by 
A(Til’) = 5T; ~$3 T;, E(T/) = 6,. 
k=l 
1.2. If we set A = q2 and pij = q for i < j the defining relations of A can be expressed 
by the condition that every 2 x 2 submatrix 
a b 
[ 1 c d 
of (T/) satisfies the relations: 
qab = ba, qac = ca, qcd = dc, 
qbd = db, bc = cb, ad - da = (q-l - q) bc, 
see [2, (43)], and also [8, p. 61. We refer to the algebra A in this case as the standard 
deformation of O(M,,(K)). 
We next recall some results on cocycle twisting of algebras from [2, Section 31. Let 
M be a free abelian group with basis tl, . . . , t,, and suppose that c : A4 x A4 + k’ is 
a 2-cocycle and H is a M x M graded bialgebra. Let H_ be an isomorphic copy of H 
as a coalgebra and let h - h be the canonical isomorphism. Define a new algebra 
structure on H by 
ab = C(p2V)ab -- C(M,n)-’ 
where a, b E H are homogeneous elements of degree (m, cl) and (n, v), respectively. 
Suppose that 
and if H is a Hopf algebra with antipode S, also assume that 
for all m,p E M. Then by the proof of Theorem 4 in [2], H_ becomes a bialge- 
bra with the same coalgebra structure as H. These observations apply to the algebra 
A( p, I),which is M x M-graded by setting deg( T/i> = (ti, tj). It is therefore a bialgebra, 
and by [2, Theorem 41 can be obtained from the standard deformation (with A = q2 and 
pij = q, i < j) by applying a suitable cocycle twist. When H is a Hopf algebra, it is 
similarly easy to check that the defining equations of the antipode are unaffected by 
the twist. This will be used in Section 2. 
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1.3. We review the R-matrix construction of A. 
Let V be a vector space with basis ~1,. . , E, and define Eij E End(V) by &V(Q) = 
f_Yjk&i. Set 
R = C RyEki 8 Eej E End( V @ V). 
i,i,te 
Following [ 121 (also see [7, Theorem and Definition 3.1]), define A(R) to be the algebra 
with generators T{, 1 5 i, j 5 n, and relations 
2 R:;i’TfT; = k R;T;‘$ 
I,J=l I,J=l 
for 1 5 i, j,i’,j’ < 12 (cf. [7, (3.9)]). 
In this paper we are interested in the case where 
R = C&i @ &ii + CpijEji @ Eij + C IpijEji 8 Eij + x(2 - 1)Eii @ Ejj. 
i icj izj i>j 
This is the same R as in [3, (1.1 )], and thus we have A(R) = A as in 1.1. Also, it is 
shown in [6, Appendix] that R satisfies the braid equation 
R&3R12 = RzRuRB, 
where R12 = R @J 1, R23 = 1 @ R E End( V ~3 V @ V). ’ 
Since R satisfies the braid equation, A is a braided (or “coquasitriangu]ar”) bia]g&ra 
(see [7, Theorem and Definiton 5.11). Thus by [7, Theorem 2.71 there is a K-bilinear 
map 
(I)=(I)R:A@A-+K 
satisfying 
(4b4 = C(~Cl,l~)k2)14~ (44 = C~~lcc1,N+c2,) 
and (all) = E(U) = (11~) forall u,b,c E A. 
Moreover, this pairing is completely determined by the equations above and the 
requirement that 
(TflTje) = RF 
(see, [7, (5.3)1). 
1.4. There is another braiding structure ( I )* : A @ A 4 K given in [7, Proposition 
2.81. It can be described succinctly by 
(ulb)* = (b(u)-’ 
’ Some minor changes in notation are required to deduce this from the result in [6]: Replace i, by q* in the 
definition of R, and let z E End( V @ V) be the twist map. Then q -‘sRz has the same form as in [6, (Al)]. 
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foralla,bEA. Thus (I) * is the transpose of the convolution inverse of the original 
pairing. Also, ( 1 )* = ( 1 )R-~, Let R+ = z o R-’ o z, where r denotes the twist map. It 
is not hard to check that R+ is obtained by replacing ,l by l-land pij by p;’ in the 
definition of R above. This results in the equation 
(T,klT;)* = (R+)$ 
which determines the pairing completely. 
1.5. By the results in [7, Section 61, we can define the maps ~!+,~-,r~,r- : A + A0 
(where A” is the bialgebra dual of A) as follows: For all a, b E A, let 
e+(a)(b) = Mb), e-(a)(b) = @la)*, 
r+(a)(b) = @la), r-(u)(b) = (ulb)*. 
For a Hopf algebra H, let Hop denote the bialgebra with opposite multiplication and let 
Hcop denote the bialgebra with opposite comutiplication. It follows from [7, Theorem 
2.71 that 
8+, r- : AoP d A” and C, r+ : AcoP --$ A” 
are bialgebra maps (this is misstated for y* in [7, Section 61). 
Full details of these maps may be found in [3, Section 11. We shall summarize the 
essential data, which also can be easily deduced from the information in 1.4 and 1.5. 
For x E H, we say that x is (g,h) primitive for group-likes g,h, if aX = g@x+x@/r. 
Define the scalars 
1 
Pij, i < j, 
1 
VPij, i < j, 
$) _ 
J - 5 i=j, 
21” = 1, i= j, 
AlPji, j < i, Pji 3 j < i, 
for 1 < i, j < n. 
Lemma. (a) 8+(c) = Ki is a group-like element in A0 with inuerse Ki-’ = f(q!). 
(b) P(Ti/‘) = e-(T{) = 0 if i < j. 
(c) P(T/)(Tj) = A - 1 and C(T/)(q) = il-’ - 1, if i > j. 
(d) e+(Y’/)(Tl) = e-(qj)(TL) = 0 if(k,L) # (j,i) and i #j. 
(e) e+(T!+,) is (Ki+l,Ki) primitiue, e-(T:+,) is (Kr’,K,S!) primitive. 
(f) K.( Tj) = r&f) fir all i j 
’ J J , . 
1.6. We list analogous results for r+ and r-. 
Lemma. (a) r’(T:) = Li is a group-like element in A0 with inverse Li’ = r-(T/ii>. 
(b) r’(T/) = r-(T/i”> = 0 if i > j. 
(c) r+(T/)(Tj) = 1- 1 if i < j, r-(T/)(Tj) = 2-l - 1 if i < j. 
(d) r+(T:)(T[) = r-(T{)(T,$) = 0 if(k,f) # (j,i) and i #j. 
(e) r+(T,l‘+‘) is (Lf+l,Li) primitive, r-( T:+’ ) is (Li’ , LLi ) primitive. 
(f) Li(T!) = A’.‘) for uZZ i j J J , . 
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2. Bore1 subgroups 
2.1. We set 
I,. = c@A, Ie = CT/A 
i>j iij 
A, = AIL and Ad = A/If. 
Lemma. I, andIe are biideals of A. Moreouer, r+(&) = r-(Z,.) = /+(I[) = /-(I,) = 0. 
Proof. Clearly 1, is a right ideal and the relations in 1.1 can be used to verify that 
TLZ, c Z, for all k, 8. Since 
for i > j, I, is a biideal. The remaining statements about I, follow from Lemma 1.6(b). 
The proofs for Zl are similar, using Lemma 1.5(b). 
2.2. The algebra A, is generated by the images of the elements T/ with i < j. The 
relations among these elements are obtained by substituting 0 for all TiJ’ with i > j in 
the defining relations for A given in (1.1). 
Let gi denote the image of T,! in A,. Note that gi is a group-like element of A, 
such that giA, = Argi. We can localize A, at 91,. . . , gn to obtain a bialgebra B,. We 
show below that B, is a Hopf algebra. It should be interpreted as a multiparameter 
deformation of the coordinate ring of a Bore1 subgroup of GL(n). Similarly let Be be 
the localization of At at Ji, &, . . . , j,, where & is the image of Tj in Al. We again 
refer to the case where 1 = q* and pij = q for all i < J' as the standard deformation. 
By Lemma 2.1 the maps r* induce maps A, + A”. Moreover, since r’(Ti) is an 
invertible element of A”, the universal property of localization implies that there is a 
unique map r4 : B, + A” which extends r+ and satisfies r4(g,‘) = r+(T:)-' . Similarly 
the map r- 
-f 
induces a map r”- : B, -+ A”. Similarly we obtain maps 8 : Be -+ A” 
induced from e*. We denote the image of the element T/ in A, by c. See [lo, 5.2.21 
for a discussion of the wedge A . 
Lemma. (1) B, is a pointed Hopf algebra with G(B,) = (gl, . . . , gn) and r4 : By’ + 
A”, r”- : BFp -+ A” are bialgebra maps. 
(2) Bc is a pointed Hopf algebra with G(Be) = (Sl, . .. ,&,) and e”’ : BiP + 
A”, e”- : By’ + A0 are bialgebra maps. 
Proof. Let B = B, and let Cc be the span of the group (gi , . . . , gn). Then $+’ E C’s AC, 
for all i, and, inductively, we obtain z E C, = Ca A C,_ 1 for all j > i, m = j - i. It 
follows immediately that B C UC,. By [ 1, Lemma 2.4.91, it follows easily that every 
simple subcoalgebra of B is contained in Co. Hence Ca > corad(B), and CO, being 
pointed, is the coradical of B. We conclude that B is pointed, and every group-like 
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element is invertible. By (e.g. [lo, 5.2.10]), B is a Hopf algebra. This proves (1). The 
proof of (2) is similar. 
2.3. Observe that the biideal I, of A is homogeneous with respect to the M x M- 
grading. Hence given any 2 cocycle c : A4 x M -+ k* we may twist A, = A/I,. to 
obtain a new bialgebra A_,. Also I, = {a] a E I,} is an ideal of A_ and we have 
dLr g A,. Note that the grading extends to the algebra B, in the obvious manner 
(with deg(( Tj)-’ ) = (ti, ’ ti’ )); thus we may twist B, to obtain a Hopf algebra & 
(as in 1.2), which is a localisation of A,. This means that A,. and B, are twists of 
the standard deformation. Similar remarks apply to the bialgebra Al = A/Zl and Hopf 
algebra Be. 
2.4. We let 5 denote the lexiocographic order on pairs (i,j). Thus (i,j) 5 (i’,j’) 
means i < i’, or i = i’ and j < j’. 
Lemma. The algebra A, has a K-basis consisting of all products 
$; . . . f!! 
with is 5 j, for all s and (il,jl) < .. . < (i,,,,j,). 
(*I 
Proof. The defining relations (1.1) induce a set of defining relations for A,. It is easy 
to see that A, is an iterated Ore extension where the generators Tf are adjoined in 
lexicographic order. 
For the algebra B,, a different ordering of the generators $ is useful. Note that since 
the elements gi = 7; quasicommute (i.e. commute up to a nonzero scalar multiple) with 
all other i$, we can “move them all to the left” in the product (*). This observation 
easily yields: 
Corollary. The subgroup (gl, . . . , gn) of the group of units of B, is free abelian of 
rank n, and B, has a K-basis consisting of all monomials 
gi!! . ..<I. 
with g E (g,,..., g,,), is < j, for all s and (il, jl) 5 . . . 5 (im, jm). 
Remark. We leave the formulation of the corresponding results for the algebras Ae,Bt 
to the reader. 
3. Twisted Serve relations for B, and Be 
3.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra. If the antipode S is composition invertible with inverse 
S’, then S’ is the antipode of both Hop and Hcop. Explicitly, 
CS’(h(&i) = 0) = Ch($‘(h(i)), 
(cf. [lo, 1.5.111). 
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Assume that S’ exists and let h, k E H. The left and right adjoint actions (cf. [lo, 
3.4.11) are defined by 
a&(h)@) = C&&V,2,), Wh)(k) = CWql)Wqz), 
so that H becomes a left (and right) H-module algebra via a& (adr, respectively). 
Now using S’, we define the twisted adjoints 
a&(h)(k) = Ch($S’(h(i)), ad:(h)(k) = CS’(h,,,)kh(,,, 
so that adi (and ad:) make HOP into a right, (and left) Hop-module algebra, respec- 
tively. Also one can check that Hcop becomes a left HcoP-module algebra via adi and 
a right HcoP-module algebra via ad:. 
We shall let S,& denote the inverse of the antipode & if it is necessary to specify 
the Hopf algebra H. 
Lemma. Let A, B be Hopf algebras. Let f E Homk(A, B) and u,x E A. If f :A”P -+ B 
is a biulgebru map, then it is a Hopf algebra map, with f o Si = &, o f , 
f (ad:(a)(x)) = adt(f (u))(f (x)), and f (ud;(u)(x)) = udr(f (u))(f (x)). 
Proof. One checks that f OS,!, and &of are both convolution inverses of f, as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2. Thus f is a Hopf algebra map. It is also straightforward to verify 
that 
f (ad:(u)(x)) = f (CS’@~2,)xaw) 
= Cf (ac1,)f (x)f (S’(q21)) 
= Cf (u(l))f (x)S(f (a(2))) 
= Cf (U)(l,f (x)S(f (U)(2)) 
= ade(f (a))f (x)- 
The remaining statement is similar and left to the reader. 
3.2. Now suppose H is a Hopf algebra which is an A4 x A4 graded algebra where A4 is 
free abelian of rank n. With assumptions as in 1.2., we consider the adjoint action in 
the twisted Hopf algebra H_, We shall be interested in the case where H = B, or Bl. As 
noted in the proof of [2, Proposition l] every element of H2(k4, k*) has a representative 
which is bimultiplicative, so we assume without harm that c :M x A4 + k* is such a 
cocycle. Thus, in particular, 
c(/,m-‘) = c(C’,m) = c(L,m)-’ and c(l,!) = ~(4, 1) = 1 for all 
e,m EM. 
Lemma. Suppose e, h and b are homogeneous elements of H with deg h = (e, e), deg 
b = (m, 1 ), deg e = (/, 1) and that h is group-like and e is (h, 1) primitive. Then 
ad:(e)(b) = c(m, /)-’ nd:(e)(b). 
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Proof. Since S’(e) = -e/z-’ we have 
ad:@) = be - &-‘bh = a& - Beh-‘bh, 
119 
where 
4Ll) 
a = - = c(m,e)-1, 
ch, 4 
B = C&e-‘)c(e-‘,l)c(e-9) 
c(L, f-1) c( 1, m) c(m, t> 
= c(m, 8)-i. 
3.3. Root Vectors. Now let 92 = 52?‘+ U W- be a root system of type A,_1 with 92’+ a 
set of positive roots and W = (~1,. . . , a,_~} a basis for 92+ arranged so that the roots 
in c%!+ have the form 
clij=&+M;+l+"'+olj (i<j). 
For each CI E 99’+ we define “root vectors” erx E B, as follows. 
For a simple root cli = clii, we set 
e - $+ig;:. a, - 
We also write ei in place of ear,. If cI = tlij is not simple we can write c1 = ai + a’, 
where a’ = ai+i,j and in this case we set 
e, = adL(ej)(ea, ). 
We note that Ai;:’ = ,:+1 @ gi+i + gi I$$ pi”. Thus ei is (hi, 1) primitive where 
hi = gjg,\. 
Note also that for the M x M grading we have deg hi = (8, k’), deg ei = (/, 1) with 
C! = tit,\ . 
Lemma. With the notation above we have 
e, = a$+‘g;] 
for suitable nonzero a E K. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show this in the case of the standard deformation. 
If CI = cli is simple the result is true by definition. If a = ai + a’ is as above, then by 
induction on j - i, 
for some nonzero a E K. Since ei is (hi, 1) primitive with hi = gig;‘, this gives 
e, = ad:(ei)e,, = eclrei - eihF1e,,hi 
= (c;;g,$$+‘g;: - $lg;:lh;‘~;;g,~lhi) 
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= (3;; ,:,I - ,;+’ j?;; )g,?, g$ 
= (q - q-l)jy+lg,;l’ 
as required. 
Corollary. The algebra B, is generated by g?‘, . . . , g:’ and el, . . . , e,- I. 
Proof. Immediate. 
3.4. We next prove the analogue of the Serre relations for B,. 
Lemma. If (a;i) is the Cartan matrix of type &I, then (adLei)‘-“fj(ej) = 0 for 
i# j. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to prove this in the case of the standard deformation. 
We do this in the case j = i + 1 (and au = - 1). The other cases are similar. 
Suppose that a, b, c, d satisfy the relations in 1.2. Then 
(ad - da)a = (q-l - q)bca = q2a(ad - da). 
Hence 
da2 - (1 + q2)ada + q2a2d = 0. 
We can apply this with a = Tj+*, d = $zf. With ei = as;\, ei+l = dg;;, g = 
gf+,gi+z we have 
da2 = qei+lefg, ada = eiei+l eig, a2d = q-‘e?ei+lg. 
It follows that 
efei+i - (q + q-‘)eiei+lei + ei+lef = 0. 
However, this last equation is an equivalent form of the equation (ad: ei)2(ei+l) = 0. 
3.5. We formulate results analogous to these for the algebra Be. For 1 5 i < j 2 n 
denote the image of c (respectively, c) in Bc by Fi (respectively, gi). For each 
CI E W+ we define root vectors fa E Be as follows. If GI = ai is simple, set 
fa, = fi = Fi+lljr-'. 
If LX is not simple we can write M = CC’ + Uj with CC’ = ai + . . . + aj_i and then we set 
fd( = ad:(f~)(fE~). 
Proposition. (1) If CC=ai+‘.‘+cljEW+, then fa = a?$+,(&-‘for some a E K. 
(2) Zfi #j, adi(fhl(fi) = 0. 
(3) The algebra Be is generated by (Jl)*‘,. . .,(&)*l and fl,. . .,f,,_l. 
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3.6. Let N”+ be the set of functions W+ + N. We order the roots 9?‘+ by 
c1i < al + a2 < . . . < a1 + . . . + a,_1 < a2 < a2 + a3 
181 
< . ..a2+... 
Now for m E N”+ we 
+a,-1 < a3 < ... < a,-1. 
define 
p = n ,p, 
f m 
L%4e+ 
= rl+f P, 
where the product em is taken with respect to the above order (and f m, with respect 
to the opposite order). 
Similarly for s E Z” define 
s’ = g;(l) . . . gy, (jJ = g(l) . . .&Q_ 
Theorem. (1) The algebra B, has basis {gsemls E Z”,m E N”+}. 
(2) The algebra Be has basis {f “#Is E Z”,m E N&+}. 
Proof. If m E N@ and a = ai +. . . + aj, set mi,j+l = m(a). Using Lemma 3.3 and the 
fact that each gi quasicommutes with all elements of B,, we see that em is a nonzero 
scalar multiple of 
g-1(Tf)mlz(F:)mt3 . . (~;yh(~~)m.. . (~~_,)~--l,~, 
where g = nyz2 g~‘~‘+“~+“‘-‘~‘. Thus (1) follows from Corollary 2.4 and the proof of 
(2) is similar. 
3.7. A presentation for B$ and B:. Let B: (resp. B>) be the subalgebra of B, (resp. 
Bd) generated by el, . . . , en-l (rev. fl,...,fn-l). 
Theorem. (1) B: is generated by {el, . . . , e,_r } with a full set of defining relations 
ad:(ei)l-“ilej = 0, i # j. 
(2) BI, is generated by {f 1,. . . , fn_l } with a full set of defining relations 
d~(fi)l-a”(fj) = 0, i fj. 
Remark. The explicit forms of these relations are left to the interested reader. The 
images of these relations in the enveloping algebra will be given explicitly in 4.8. 
Proof. We know by Lemma 3.4 that the ei’s satisfy the Serre relations. Also by using 
the cocycle twist, we may assume that we are in the case of the standard deformation. 
Now the Serre relations are 
efej - (4 + 4-l )eiejc?i + ejf?’ 
if Ii -jl = 1, and eiej = ejei if Ii -jl > 1. 
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We apply some results of Takeuchi to show that we have a full set of relations. The 
Serre relations above are in fact identical to those defining the algebra &‘,_I [ 15, p. 
612, 6051. Thus there is a smjective algebra map 3 : &,_I + BL. We need to show 
that this map is a bijection. Let C$ denote the generator which is denoted by ei in 
[15], so 19(&i) = ei. Takeuchi writes [x,_JJ] := xy - qyx for all X, y, and inductively 
defines [2ii, . . . ,Zj] = [[iTi, ... ,Zj-l],Cj]. Also, set 2i,i+i = 2i and define 
e^i,j = [e^i, . . . ,Zj_l], l<i<j<n, 
cf. [ 15, Definition 4.31. 
Observe that, with CI = Eli + . . . + aj E 9P, CC’ = ~(i+l + . . . + aj, and h = gigcii, 
ad:(ei)(e,,) = e,lej - eih-‘Qh 
= e,gej - q-‘eje,c 
= -4-l [ei, e,,]. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.3, 
ae, = [ei,e,f] 
for some nonzero a E K. Thus by induction we find that for some nonzero a E K, 
ae, = [ei, ki+l, . . . , ejll 
= Kei,ei+i, . . . ,ej-il,ejl, 
= Q&, j+l )T 
where the second equality follows from the fact that ekee = e& if I/ - kl # 1 (as 
pointed out in [15, p. 6131). 
We have shown that t?i,j+i maps to a scalar multiple of e,, where a = cli +. . . + Uj, 
j 2 i. In the proof of [15, Theorem 4.51, it is argued that the (lexicographically) 
ordered monomials in the gi,j+i span ._&,,_I. Since we also know by Theorem 3.6 that 
the ordered monomials in the e,‘s form a basis for Bi, it is clear that 6’ is bijective. 
We remark that the argument above does not rely on the linear independence of the 
monomials in the Zi,j+i proved in [15, Theorem 4.51. 
4. The enveloping algebra 
Recall that the multiparameter enveloping algebra is defined to be the subalgebra of 
A” generated by the images of the four maps ei, t?, I+, r-. 
4.1 Borel subalgebras. We let U,. (respectively, Ul) denote the subalgebra of A” gen- 
erated by Im rf and Im Y- (respectively by Im ef and Im e- ). 
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Proposition. 
(1) u, = F+(&) = F(B,), 
(2) ue = e”+(&) = F(&). 
Proof. Since r4(gi) = r+(Ti) and r*(gi’) = r-(T;), we have p(g) E U, for any 
g E (Sl, ... ,sn). 
Similarly r”+(ec,) E U, using Lemma 3.3. Thus for s f 2” and rn f NW+, p(g”e”) = 
p(gS)r4(e”) E U,.. By Theorem 3.6 this implies r4(&.) s U,. 
Clearly r+(A) G r4(&) and r-(A) & ?-(I&). Also r4(g”)=L” er4(&). Hence, 
since B, = k[gl, . . . ,g,,el, . . . ,e,_l], it suffices to show r”-(ei) E r4(B,) to obtain 
U, C r”t(&). 
Recall that ci is (gig,:, 1) primitive; thus x = r”-(ci) is (&‘&+I, 1) primitive in A”. 
Also r+(ei) is (l,LiLz\) primitive and SO y = Li+rLi1r4(ei) is (Li’Li+t, 1) primitive. 
By Lemma 1.6 both x, y vanish on TT if G, k) # (i+ 1, i) and both take a nonzero value 
of T;+l. Thus x is a multiple of y. Since clearly y E r4(B,) , this proves U, = ti(B,). 
The other equalities are proved similarly. 
For 1 5 i 5 n in Lemma 1.6 we defined 
Li = r+(T;) = r-(T;)-’ = r”-(g,‘). 
Similarly define as in Lemma 1.5, 
Ki = f+(T;) zz f-(T,‘)-l = e”+(g,). 
We let G be the multiplicative subgroup of A” generated by K1, . . . , K,,, LI, . . . , L, and 
U the subalgebra of A” generated by Ue and U,. 
Further define 
Ei = f-(ei), Fi = Z+(fi). 
We shall often use the facts that Ei is (Li+lL,’ , 1) primitive and Fi is (Ki+lKiP’, l)pri- 
mitive. For m E N@, also set 
Em = f-(e”), Fm = e”+(fm). 
4.2. Lemma. The elements L I,. . . , L, generate a free abelian subgroup of rank II in 
the group of units of U. The same is true of the subgroup generated by Kl,. . . ,K,,. 
Proof. Suppose nblLF = 1 with ai E Z. 
By Lemma 1.6, 
{ 
VPij, i < j, 
Li(c) = 2, j = i, 
Pji, j < i. 
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Thus, evaluating n%lLy at Ti we obtain 
j-1 
1 = AQJ n (VPijYty~+l(Pji)“‘. 
i=l 
So for j fixed, 
Now raise both sides of this equation to the power aj and take the product for 1 I: 
j 5 n. The right side becomes 
and since I is not a root of unity, the resulting exponent on A on the left side is zero. 
However this exponent is 
~aj$ai = igFjai = ${(a1 + a2 + . . . + a,)* + ai + ai + . . . + a:}. 
j=l _ 
Therefore ai = 0 for all i. 
4.3. Set B = B,. The next lemma determines the rest of the degree 1 part of the 
coradical filtration {B, 1 m E N} of B. The degree zero part was given in Lemma 2.2. 
Our argument is adapted from [16, Theorem 6.21. 
Lemma. Let P’ = span {eigl 1 5 i 5 n - 1, g E G(B)}. Then 
B, =Bo@P’. 
Proof. By [2, Theorem 41 B = B(p, A) is canonically isomorphic as a coalgebra to the 
standard deformation. Therefore, we may assume that pij = q, I = q*. 
Let X = Zcrl + . . . + Zct,-l be the root lattice. We adopt the bialgebra grading of 
B by X defined by 
ei E B,, Sj E Bg (l<i<n,lljIn), 
where [ is the zero element of X. For a = cli + . - . + aj E B’+, we set hi,j+l = h, = 
.4igI:l 7 and ei,j+r = ecr (as defined in 3.3). Induction on j - i gives 
A(ei,j+r ) = ei,j+t @ 1 + hi,j+r @ ei,j+l + (1 - q*) f: ei.A,j+r 8 ek,j+r. 
k=i+l 
(cf. 116, (4.1)]. Note that the terms with nonzero coefficient in the last sum have the 
formeph,@e,withfi+y=a,/?#O,y#O,andP<a.Wehave 
e, E & and em E Bl,+ 
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where m E N@ and lm( = C EEW+m(a)a. Thus we have a coalgebra grading in the 
sense that 
nB,C C Bg@BB, 
c=iJ+v, B,vEx 
for all e E X. 
By [lo, 5.4.11 it suffices to determine the skew primitives of B, so let d E B be a 
(g, 1) primitive, g E < 91,. . . ,gn >= G(B). We may assume that d is homogeneous 
of nonzero degree with respect to the X-grading; thus we may write 
d = C a,em 
Wl@t+ 
for some a, E K and m E N”+. It suffices to show that d E Kei for some i. 
Let o E 3?+ be maximal (lexicographically) such that m(w) is positive and a,,, is 
nonzero for some m. Further, let M be maximal among such m(o)‘s. For each em in 
the sum, write 
em = em’e;(w) 
with m’(a) = m(a) if a # o, and m’(w) = 0. 
Observe that Ad has a bihomogeneous component 
Camehm’ @ em’ 
of bidegree (MO, CorEB+ m’(a)a), where the sum is over m with m(w) = M, and 
h”’ = n,hF”“‘. Since the em’ are ordered monomials, it follows that d = a,e. If 
o were not simple, we could write o = p + y, with /? # 0, y # 0, and B < w. Then 
A($) would contain a homogeneous term 
which has degree (M/?,My) with respect to the X x X grading on B @I B. Hence, since 
d is skew primitive, o must be a simple root. 
We now have d = e. Write e = ei, h = hi and recall the relation eh = Ihe. A 
standard induction yields 
where u is a sum of terms of the form ykek @ pPk with yk E BO, 1 < k < M. Since 
i is not a root of unity, this forces A4 = 1. Thus d = e. 
4.4. Theorem. The maps r”* and t?* are injective. Also 
key yf = key Y- = I,, and ker-8’ = kere- = le. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 the map r”- is injective when restricted to the group (gl, . . . , g,,). 
It follows from Lemmas 1.6 and 4.2 that each Ei is (Li+lL,‘, 1) primitive and the 
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Li+lL,‘ae distinct. Thus the Ei are linearly independent. It is clear from Lemma 4.3 
that r”- is injective on the space K(gig,‘, - 1) +& of (gig,:, 1) primitives of B,. By 
[16, 61.21 we conclude that r”- is injective on all of B,. Since r- is the composite of 
the natural map A + A, with r”-, we obtain ker r- = I,.. The remaining conclusions 
are similar. 
Corollary. (1) U, has a K-basis 
(2) Ue has a K-basis 
{gFm 1 g E Ge, m E NR+}. 
where G, (resp. Gl) is the group generated by Ll,. , . ,L, (resp. KI,. . ’ ,K,,). 
Proof. Apply the theorem along with Theorem 3.6, noting that I+ and r”- are algebra 
antihomomorphisms. 
4.5. We note some identities in the algebra U. These are consequences of identities in 
[3], but the notation in that paper is somewhat different, so we give short proofs here. 
Recall the scalars defined in 1.5: 
for 1 5 i, j 5 n. 
Lemma. The following hold in U: 
(1) #jFiKj = ,(j) K.F. t+l J 1’ 
&r, = Au) L .F. 
“$EiKj = #K.E. 
J 1’ 
(2) $$,EiLj = A!& .E. 
(3) (E,Fl:: ~-1;;iJ& - l)(Li+,Ki+;L,:;+ - 1) 
(4) 
~(~1 $I+11 
EiFj = WFjEi, if i # j, 
(5) 
i /+I 
ad~(Ei)l-a~J(Ej) = adr(Fi)‘-‘~j(Fj) = 0. 
Proof. First notice that EiLj and LjEi are both (LjL,‘L. r+l, Lj) primitive elements of 
A’, so they are determined by the values on the Tl. By Lemma 1.6, it follows easily 
that EiLj and LjEi are nonzero on Tl if and only if (k, 8) = (i+ 1, i). Also we compute 
that 
EiLj(T+l) = Ei(T:+,) . Lj(qi) 
= /l~‘Ei(T~+,) 
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and similarly LjEi(T,+,) = /zF,Ei(T;+,). This establishes the first equation in (1); the 
second equation is similar. The arguments go through to prove (2) if we replace A?) 
by ICY’ and Lj by Kj. 
Relations (3) and (4) can be obtained as follows. Let g = Li+l Li’, h = Kj+l KIT’ , 
y = gh and 
;I(,‘) A(,‘+ 1) 
a = If1 J 
A(Ql(,i+l) = 
J /+I 
Note that a = A-’ if i = j. Using (1) and (2), it can be checked that ahEi = Eih 
and aFjg = gFj. A straightforward calculation now shows that d = EiFj - aFjEi is 
(y, 1) primitive. Then, one discovers that (A-’ - 1 )(y - 1) and d have the same values 
on the generators TL of A( p, 2) when i = j, and that d vanishes on all generators if 
i # j. 
Using Lemma 3.1, we see that the relations in (5) are the images of the relations 
in Lemma 3.4 (and 3.5(2)) under the maps ?- (and F+). This completes the proof of 
the Lemma. 
4.6. Let G denote the subgroup of the group of units of U generated by Kl, . . . , K,,, L1, 
‘..> L,. We remark that G is not necessarily free abelian, even when J is not a root of 
one. 
Theorem(PBW). Suppose that A is not a root of one. Then U has a K basis consisting 
of 
{EmgF” g E G; m,n E N”+}. 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemma 4.5 that U = U,.Ut. So it is clear from Corollary 
4.4 that the given elements span U. 
Let V (resp. W) denote the subalgebra of U generated by Er, E2,. . . , E,_l (resp., 
Fr , . . . , F,-_l). Then, by Theorem 4.4 and in the notation of 3.7, V (resp. W) is coal- 
gebra isomorphic to B: (resp. B;). Define C = VG and D = GW = WG. 
We claim that C = V @ KG. It suffices to show that the sum CgEG Vg is direct, 
SO suppose CVigi = 0 (Vi E V, gi E G). Let {Cm} and { Vm} denote the coradical 
filtrations on C and V. Notice that we may assume that each Vi E Vm\V,,-1 for some 
m. The natural C-comodule structure on C, yields a right KG- comodule structure 
on M = Cm/Cm-l, and hence M is a G-graded vector space with identity component 
V,JV,,-1. Working in M, we see that gi = g for some fixed g. Thus the claim follows. 
Similarly, D = W @KG. 
Define 
^ 
U=C@KGD and pL:O+U 
to be the multiplication map c@d - cd. In view of Corollary 4.4 it suffices to show 
that p is injective. 
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Set 
df?g(Ei) = deg(Fi) = 1, &J(g) = 0 
(1 5 i < n - 1, g E G). As shown in Lemma 4.5, elements of G quasicommute with 
the Ei and Fi. Since the Serre relations (Theorem 4.5(5)) are also homogeneous, it 
follows that this degree function makes both C and D N-graded coalgebras. We write 
C(m) and D(m) for the homogeneous components of degree m E N. 
Note that C(0) = D(0) = KG. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we also have Cs = 
KG = Do. Let c be a skew primitive element of C. We want to show that c E 
C( 1) @ C(0). Since any skew primitive can be written as a sum of homogeneous 
skew primitives and it is harmless to multiply by a group-like, we may suppose that 
c E C(m) and c is a (g, 1)primitive element. Write c = C uigi and again consider the 
KG-comodule M, with structure map denoted by 4. Now since c is (g, 1 )primitive, we 
have 4(c) = c @ 1. It follows quickly that gi = 1 for all i; thus c E V. By Lemma 4.3 
and Theorem 4.4, we deduce that c E C(1). We conclude (using [lo, 5.4.11) that 
Ci =C(l)@C(O) and D1 =D(l)@D(O). 
This shows that, C and D are “coradically graded” coalgebras [4, 2.21. By [4, Lemma 
2.31, so too is 0. Therefore, 
0, = 0(l) @ ir(O) 
= (C(1) @KG D(O)) @((C(O) @‘KGD(l)) @KG 
= (T &f(G) CD (C IGF,) CB KG. 
i 
Since the Ei and Fi are skew primitive, Ui contains 
(TE,KG) C6 (CKGFi). 
i 
The sum is direct because ci EiKG vanishes on all Ti with e L k, and c,KGFi 
vanishes on all Tf with k < 8. These facts follow from Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6. 
By construction it is clear that ~1 is injective on 0, = KG 8 1, so it quite easy to 
see that p is injective on 0,. Now [16, 6.1.11 or [lo, 5.4.71 applies to say that P is 
injective, as desired. 
4.7. The coradical @ration of U Retain the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Applying [4, Lemma 2.21, the coradical filtration is given by 
U, = c U(i) = C C(k) 8 D(e). 
i<m k+f+n 
Let {A,} be the coalgebra filtration of U defined by 
&I = us, Al =CKGEi+CKGFi+KG, and A, =A7 
i i 
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By [lo, 5.5.11, A, g U,,, for all m. By the previous section, it is clear that C(k) @ 
D(e) C Ak+l, so U, GA,,, for all m. Thus we have the following description of the 
coradical filtration. 
Theorem. U, = A,,, for all m 2 0. 
4.8. Generators and relations for U. 
Theorem. U is generated by 
with a fill set of relations given by 
(0) KiKzr’ = LiL,:’ = 1, KiLj = LjKj, 
KlKj = KjKi, LiLj = LjLi 
(1) @FiKj z ,?’ K.F. 1+1 I 1) K~,E$~ = #K.E. J 1’ 
(2) 
& = A?) ,‘_ .F. j$,&Lj = /l(i);, .E. 
(3) &‘, i-‘&z;i 1 ;‘n-l - l)(Li+,&+l;;‘K,;l - 1): 
(4) EiFj = 
,$” >(‘+I) 
$‘&+,, FjEi, if i # j, 
(5) 
(6) 
ii j+1 
ad/(Ei)‘-“il(Ei) = ade(Fi)‘+Q(Fj) = 0, 
Relations among the Ki,Li (which determine G). 
Proof. Relations (0) are clear and (lH5) were given in 4.5. 
It remains to show that the relations define U. Let 5 denote the algebra presented as 
in the statement, but with E replacing E and F replacing F, etc. Then the obvious map 
5 -+ U is an epimorphism. The relations guarantee that the monomials Em@ span 
5 and, by Theorem 4.5, their images EmgFn are linearly independent. Thus 6 Z U. 
Remark. The additional relations involving group-likes in (6) arise from possible de- 
pendence of the parameters {A, pij 1 i < j}. A few special cases may be of interest. 
(a) Suppose the parameters generate subgroup of the group of units of K which is 
torsion-free abelian of rank (i) + 1. Then we may omit (6), and G = G(U) is torsion 
free of rank 2n. 
Proof. Let yi = KiLi for all i = 1, . . . . n. We first show that the yi generate a free 
abelian group of rank n. Define an n x n matrix B with Bij = 2 and Bii = 1 if 
i # j. If n y: = 0, then evaluating on T: yields /ZC~b@~ = 1. Thus Ba = 0, where 
a = (al, . . . ,a,)t. So it suffices to show that B is nonsingular, which we leave to the 
reader. 
Note that (KI, . . . ,K,,Ll, . . . ,L,) = (K,, . . . , K,, ~1, . . . , yn), and yi(27j) E (2.) for all i, k. 
Suppose that fli KF ni $ = 1. Evaluating both sides on Tf yields for each k, 
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By hypothesis, ai = 0 if i # k. Hence gi = 0 for all i, and the result follows from the 
previous paragraph. 
(b) The standard deformation: 3, = q2, pij = q, for all i < j. Here Ki = Li for all 
i, and G is free abelian of rank n. 
(c) More generally, suppose I and the pij are powers of some fixed 0 # v E 
K which is not a root of unity. If g E G and g(c) = pi for 1 5 i 5 n, we 
write g = gr where p = (pi,..., p,,) E K”. It follows that pi = V” for some 
m = m(i) E Z. Thus the group homomorphism G --f Z” defined by g, - (m(i)) 
is injective. Therefore, G is free abelian of rank at most n. On the other 
hand, G contains a free abelian group of rank II (Lemma 4.2), so G has rank 
precisely n. 
The Serre relations (5) may be computed explicitly with the aid of (2): Let bij = 
(~(,‘+‘)n(~))/(i(~+‘)/2(.‘) )and c.. = (#+I) (i) 
J+l J K )/( di+’ ‘IC:.: 1 ) denote the scalars determined 
by Li+lLJ’EjLiLG(+’ buEj ‘ind K;‘,;‘Ki-“FjKi~,~~ = CijF/. Note that bii = Cii = A. If 
Ii - jl > 1, then aij = 0 and the relations become 
-bijEjEi •t EiEj and - CijFiFj + ~jFi. 
If Ii - jl = 1, then aij = -1 and we obtain 
b;xjEF - bij( 1 + /z)EiEjEi + EFEj and ~:~jFi2 - cij( I + A)FiFjFi 
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